Evaluation of the metal-ion-coordinating differences between the 2'-, 3'- and 5'-monophosphates of adenosine.
The stability constants of the 1:1 complexes formed between Mg2+, Ca2+, Sr2+, Ba2+, Mn2+, Co2+, Ni2+, Cu2+, Zn2+ or Cd2+ and 2'AMP2-, 3'AMP2- or 5'AMP2- were determined by potentiometric pH titration in aqueous solution (I = 0.1 M, NaNO3; 25 degrees C). The experimental conditions were carefully selected such that self-association of the nucleotides and their complexes is negligibly small; i.e. it was made certain that the properties of the monomeric divalent-metal-ion--AMP [M(AMP)] complexes were studied. Based on recent measurements with simple phosphate monoesters, R-MP2- where R is a non-coordinating residue [Massoud, S. S. & Sigel, H. (1988) Inorg. Chem. 27, 1447-1453], it is shown that all the M(AMP) complexes of the alkaline earth ions, with the possible exception of Mg(5'AMP), have exactly the stability expected for a sole-phosphate coordination of the metal ion. The same property is revealed for the complexes with Mn2+, Co2+, Zn2+ or Cd2+ and 3'AMP2-; in case of Ni(3'AMP) and Cu(3'AMP) a slight stability increase just at the edge of the experimental-error limits is indicated. This slight stability increase is attributed to the formation of a macrochelate (possibly with N-3); in fact, additional information confirms macrochelation for Cu(3'AMP). About 45% of Cu(2'AMP) exists in aqueous solution as a macrochelate (probably involving N-3); the other M(2'AMP) complexes (M2+ = Mn2+, Co2+, Ni2+, Zn2+, Cd2+) form (if at all) only traces of a base-backbound species. Most pronounced is macrochelate formation with 5'AMP2-: all mentioned 3d ions and Zn2+ or Cd2+ form to some extent macrochelates via N-7 (the structures of these closed species are indicated). In case of M(5'AMP) the base-binding site is certain: replacement of N-7 by a CH unit (tubercidin 5'-monophosphate) eliminates any increased complex stability, whereas formation of the 1,N6-etheno bridge to form 1,N6-ethenoadenosine 5'-monophosphate results in the phenanthroline-like N-6,N-7 site which facilitates macrochelation significantly.